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.P. PCBrNSON: May I just see that, your copy of 

page 17 

MR. GRIDLEY: Yes. In fact, look and see if 

maybe they're are different. Maybe we can find out what 

the difference is right now.  

That could have been typed. The change could 

have been typed up there and that's the reason the type is 

different.  

MR. REINRART: Is there a way that could result 

in some problems as demonstrating that the actual letter 

was the one that was actually approved by Mr. White? 

MP. GRIDLEY: I'm sure it could. If my file copy 

letter that everybody's looking at isn't exactly like the 

one that went to the NPC, then I've got a problem. If it's 

exactly the same, that means at least I had the control 

that whatever was ever changed I changed here and it 

represented what I sent to the NRC for the docket.  

MP. PEINHART: I see.  

MR. GyIDLEY: It'll be interesting to see if 

there is any difference.  

(Investigator Robinson examines both copies of 

the letter.) 

RP. REINRAPT: While he's doing that, could you 

just tell us in your own words, and earlier you said ycu 

read the letter and understood it, can you tell us in yzur
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own words what it meant to you with regard to TVAts 

compliance requirements with Appendix B? 

MP. GRIDLEY: Well, at the time the question was 

whether or not we had a compliance with Appendix B, and I 

had no doubt in my mind that the verification that was 

done, because I had talked to Craig Lundin with regards to 

the implementation of pregrams.  

See, all r knew at the time was was the program 

working. I knew that we were doing 50.55(e) reports to the 

KRC.  

Any difference? 

HP. ROBINSON: The same.  

MP. GRIDLEY: I came to this job with a vendor's 

view of Appendix B, that's No. 1, and dealt with it in GE.  

GE has a quality assurance program filed with the NPC. We 

are a licensed vendor and we have to meet all the 

requirements the sami as anybody else. I found that in my 

utility job that it was a little bit different.  

In any case, I was familiar with Appendix B, the 

18 criteria program and the reportability requirements. In 

our case it's Part 21 versus 50.55(e).  

The thing that I was aware of was that we had a 

program and we were reporting deficiencies. You know, it 

didn't take long for me because I'm here one week and I'm 

s.ging 50C.55((e) response letters to Pegion :I like they're 
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hot cakes. I'm still cleaning up 1985 50.55(e)ls. In late 

January I'm handling the December deficiencies that were 

identified, and all through January they were coming in.  

So I had to get educated real quick.  

I was convinced that the system was working 

because we were reporting deficiencies. I felt comfortable 

with the fact that we had a QA program and they were 

reporting deficiencies and that we were meeting the 

requirements of Appendix B.  

MP. REINHAPT: Ckay, and that was you- opinion 

and that's what the letter said? 

MP. GprIDLEY: Yes. Let's try that ona more 

time. I don't know whether I'm dealing with some sense of 

ignorance here, but from January 3rd to Parch 20th, and it 

was before March 20th, I would say that the review that was 

done, and I'm just going to pick a date without saying I 

can verify it, but from January 3rd until Parch the 10th, 

and I'll just pick March the 10th, there was a review done 

to determine whether or not we could respond to the January 

3rd letter as to whether we were in compliance with 

Appendix 9.  

That was not the type of review that I - you 

know, when someone asks me -- if someone wrote GE and said 

we are concerned you are not in compliance with Appendix B, 

: te&.ng; you, we would take sufficient tie to to damned 
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sure that when we answered that, because we would have had 

a very large commercial stake at risk as a nuclear steam 

supply vendor. All we would have to do is say that GE 

didn't meet Appendix B and we would be, you know, at that 

time we would be in serious problems to meet our 

commitments toward a utility.  

So I was coming with a vendor hat on, and the 

seriousness of Appendix 3, I understood it. So I was 

concerned about the review tiB» to do that. I was only 

satisfied with White's response on the basis that he said I 

can only tell you based on the review I've done. We didn't 

put the words "to date." I knew what he meant. We did a 

limited review over the short period of time, and I've done 

a quick independent check, and I'm satisfied we are in 

compliance, but I'm not satisfied that I've looked well 

enough and I'm going to keep looking ane I'm going to 

report if I find that we've got quality assurance 

breakdown. That to me was a satisfactory answer based on 

the limited time that we had to answer the question.  

I think I gave you that speech the last time you 

were here. I'm surprised that there was a request for us 

to answer the question from January 3rd to January 9th. I 

don't know who drafted that letter for Mr. Centon, but it 

wasn't you --

MP. PEINHAPT: No.
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MR. GPIDLEY: - that anyone would think that 

you could answer that question that quick.  

Now I do feel that there wer, external 

circumstances that allowed us to go from March 20th, and 

some of the external circuamstances were imposed on us by 

Sothers, the conflict of interest, that we went clear down 

to October befi-c we were ready to -- there had been a lot 

of pressure from the NBC, too - recognize that we needed 

to revisit that, and there was the famous Lecember 5th 

letter.  

MR. REINRAPT: You mentioned pressure from the 

NPC, and that has come up a couple of times. Was there any 

pressure other than the time period given in that January 

3rd letter? 

MP. GPIDLEY: I don't remember, to be honest with 

you, of any - I mean I'm saying now -- there were no phone 

calls, threats or otherwise to me as the head of licensing, 

and I don't how I answered the last time, I don't remember, 

but I made a little speech if I remember.  

I did go back after we met on the inspection trip 

that you had down here and asked some questions, and it 

turns out that I think the true answer to that is that the 

pressure was not directly in through the normal channels.  

The pressure came through higher management.  

See, White says that we met with the
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arysimons 1 roummissioners on Plarch che lith, ard he felt that 

2 Asselstiate's I;jstico'ing in particular was a Commissioner 

3 pressure for him to respond tc that letter. I have not 

4 gone back and reae the trans:=-ipt recently, but if you 

5 s reseber that meeting, and I don't know whether any of you 

6 were there, Asselstine did pursue this question in that 

7 meeting.  

8 r I think White viewed that as a pressure from the 

9 Commission to deal with that open letter, you know, to get 

10 it resolved. I don't know where else the pressure was to 

11 be honest with you other than that meeting with the 

12 Commission on March the 10th or 11th, whenever the date 

13 was. March the 11th I think.  

14 MP. PEINfAPT: Let me shift subjects here for a 

15 minute. Why did Mr. White replace Mr. Mullin? 

16 MP. GPIDLEY: I can't comment on that. I don't 

17 know because he didn't consult me on it.  

18 NP. PEINRAAT: In the documentation that you all 

19 provided to us on the March 20th letter, I reviewed nuch of 

20 that. One of the things I was looking for was 

21 documentation from TVA CA showing the findings they had and 

22 what was done about it.  

23 The most noticeable thing I saw were letters from 

24 TV1 CA, two line people, 'Lt across the top it said 

25 ":n'-ra8l Memo." Co you know why they wculd chccse t at 
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format to present their findings? 

MR. CGIDLEY: This was Kelly's instruction to the 

line people that were preparing the response, and it was on 

an informal memo? 

MR. REINBART: I do not believe it was from 

Kelly. I think it was from Mullin.  

MR. GPIDLEY: Well, you know, the informal memo 

is a routine internal -- you are talking about the standard

memorancum? 

MP. PEINRAPT: 

MP. GPIDLEY:

It was a TVA --

I know, but it's typed. It's not

written.

*P. PEINHART: That's right. It's typed across

the tc.p.

when they

MP. GPICLEY: 

MP. REINHAPT: 

get that? 

MR. GPICLEY: 

(Laughter.)

That's the way we communicate.  

What does that mean to somebody 

I don't know.

I never thought about it. I don't use them.  

That's one of those things you get out of stores. That's a 

good question. I don't know what an informal memorandum 

means.  

MP. PEINHAPT: If Cuality Assurance was an 

:indepernde organization providing findings t3 another
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organization, would it be normal to use an informal memo? 

MR. GRIDLEY: Absolutely not. Almost everything 

I get from QA that deals with my division is on the letter 

format. I really can't answer that. When I got here TVA 

was big users of what they call a 45 memorandum. The 45 

memorandum - that's a reply memo.  

MR. ROBINSON: We've seen that, Mr. Gridley.  

MRL GRIDLEY: I don't use them because they are 

too restricti'-e. They have all these little bcnes you have 

to check, and I don't know what they're -- I havan't even 

asked the question. It's a good question. I don't kno; 

what the purpose of the informal memorandum is, except it 

might be - I dcn't know what it would be.  

MR. ROBINSON: Essentially to me it means just 

one step above a verbal instruction. I mean rather than 

calling the guy and telling him to do something and instead 

of writing it on a blank piece of paper, you write it on an 

informal memorandum and tell him to do something.  

MR. GRICLEY: I would substitute interoffice 

memorandum for informal memorandum, which means that I 

don't think it has any connotation at all.  

MR. REINRART: Okay.  

MR. MURPHY: Are you done? 

MR. REINHART: Yes.  

M.. MURPHY: L:At me ask you s cjuple Zf
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questions. On this concurrence sheet you have listed those 

people who concurred with the response and such things.  

What was t~he position of Mr. Cottle and Mr. Mason when you 

were going through your preparation of your letter? 

MR. GRIDE.Ef: ýLison was Deputy Manager at time 

time. Cottle I don't think was down here from Watts Bar 

even. I think he was still Watts Bar's Site Director.  

MR. KURPHY: According to the information from 

Mr. Cottle, he came in mid-February.  

MR. GRIDLEY: Then he was here.  

MR. MURPHY: And did take part in some of these 

meetings.  

:MA. GRIDLEY: As I remember, he did-have the 

responsibility for one of the reviews on one perception. I 

don't remember which one, but I think that was Watts Bar.  

OA asked Bill to review the response on one of 

the perceptions, and I think they all dealt with Watts Bar, 

but a specific perception for a problem at Watts Bar and I 

think Bill got involved in that.  

Bill was at that time, he was not really - I 

don't think he was the No. 3 man at the time. He was 

dealing a lot with organization. If I would say what was 

Bill doing in February or March, he was Mr. White's lead on 

structure, organization scructure and that sort of thing.  

MR. MURPHY: Mr. Mason?
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MR. GRIDLEY: No, Cottle.  

MR. MURPHY: I understand, but if we are 

excluding him, and I'm not sure I underswtar. why because he 

had been at Watts Bar for the previous four years and was 

the Site Director at the time when all these things were 

going. I mean I don't understand why he wasn't there.  

Mr. Mason, as I understand it, was the Assistan

Director of Nuclear Power or Assistant Manager of -

MR. GRIDLEY: Deputy Manager of Nuclear Power.  

MR. MURPHY: The No. 2 guy. Why wasn't he asked 

to concur ir. all this. I mean I don't understand that.  

MR. GRIDLEY- Well, let me try a couple of 

answers and one of them will be a perception or an R.L.  

Gridley perception.  

Mr. White was using Chuck for specific directed 

activities. He was a Deputy, and I'm giving you my 

perception now. He wa. a Doputy in name only, in title 

only. When White arriv*e Chuck was running the Office of 

Nuclear Power or unatever i. .,s before, and I believe one 

of the agreements r9ached witt the Board of Directors was 

that Chuck Ma*cn *w& to be the Deputy Manager and 19ir 

apparent to Mr. White. My own perception fs that was a 

reluctant compromise.  

MR. REINHAR: Reiuctarnce on whc.: part? 

MR. GRIDLF' :-. Mr. Witz's part. N4w
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rememberirq back during that period of time, Chuck was not 

'ing u*td as a Deputy. We did not deal through Chuck. We 

went directly to Mr. White. The J3Lxrv'.-rs did not deal 

through the Deputy. bLt dealt directly with Mr. White.  

Chucx did not hawe the authority given to him to act in Mr.  

White' behlf hen he wasn't T:re. The Deputy iL supposed 

to be th guy t.-.at takes over *ene- the top manager is 

gone. Be 'id not operate in the full capacity as a Deputy 

Manager, and Mr Thitt r2s dircting his activities towards 

Sequoyah .  

Cnhck was more involved wit' - rI' trying to 

remember now. The Seq-jcah Task Fo-< was formed about 

the 18th and Chuck was appointed Task Force Manager on 

March 18th and *s-r.iai'L.y went to Seeruoyah and we never 

saw him again.  

Now leaoart., .p to that, vji <now, what was he 

doing the week prior to March 18th or th-, famous March 20th 

date when the letter was signi-. I think he was already 

spending - you know, White had Mi dlire:._ing a lot of his 

attention to Sequoyah. I'm trying to re«ember Low else Z 

was involved with Chuck.  

The question ic why wasn't he a am.ai f'cal point 

in the work leading up to the ar-h :Pth letter.  

MR. MURPHY: L"c re em ph:.site .t* fI sked this 

1uest i=r. A ;3r3,n iew.n.g T'7A fro r.c:t utsi4d, . w"ul!
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seem to me that Mr. Cottle who had been the Site Director 

there for four years or involved at Watts Bar for four 

years in a couple different capacities just prior to that 

letter, and Mr. Mason, who is long-term TVA employee with a 

short breakout at Wolf Creek, would be a valuable source of 

information I would think in this process I don't know, 

and that's what I am trying to clarify, why would they no' 

be used? 

MR. GRIDLEY: Well, let me see if I can answer 

the question as oest I c n, because I don't really know the 

answer to your question.  

I really think that the answer is that it was 

considered a quality assurance problem and the 

responsibility for preparing response was given to Quality 

Assuranz* and it was their job to deal with the question.  

Mason and Cottle would only be brought into the discussions 

at the end of the process where the letter was ready and 

the technical responses were ready.  

Did Chuck feLI a responsibility to read the 

transmittal letter and riad all the technical respcones and 

assure Mr. White that as his Deputy he was satisfied? I 

don't know why that asr.n't cone.  

MR. MURPRY: I mean if you use the logic that 

it's a Quality Assurance problem, in that sense, why would 

4r. Jegner ar.d Mt. Brodsk ind !zlks be any more 

\
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knowledgeable about the problem than say Mr. nason' 

MR. GRIDLEY: I think thi answer to that question 

is that Erodsk( and Wegner brought nothing to the technical 

response3. They didn't deal with it and they didn't 

comment on it, as far as I know.  

MR. MURPHY: I'm talking about th. lietter 

itself. I mean if it's a Quality Assurance type of affair 

I mean why would they be any more knowledgeable about these 

things than Mr. Cottle and Mr. Mason? 

MR. GRIDLEY: They shouldn't. I think that their 

capacity as Mr. White's adviser was from their experience 

that they brought tc the job. Those two individuals have 

suostantial experience outside the TVA work they're 

doing. I mean they are involved in Clinton, they are 

involved with Davis-Besse and they have been dealing with 

TVA situations and with a lot of ottwr utilities.  

If I had a Wegner work:nc for ms as my assistant 

or my Pr visr &and he i.ai all t.-is exp'i.rience dealing with 

other .tility proolems sim-...ar to mine, t would want him to 

have a say-so with what I'm preparing to send to the NRC.  

That's a good question, and I can't answer it. I 

know I'm reluctant to say. that there was a personality 

problem between Mr. White and Mr. Mason it that time 

because ha had only been here since January 13th, and w9'i·e 

ta:s.;n3 Fetruary, 3a l..t Later, and I'm not in a position
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marystmons 1 to say that those two were having problems working 

2 together.  

3 MR. MURPHY: Let me ask you, ju..t. to pursue that 

4 a Little bit. Are you familiar wv.th the MACE report? 

5 MR. GRIDLEY. Yes.  

6 MR. MURPHY, Do you remember what the No. 1 

7 problem identified by that report was? 

8 MR. GRIDLEY: No. I .l.ink management was pretty 

9 high there.  

10 MR. MURPHY: I think management was No. 1. Do 

11 you th'nk that had a.y impa:t on the fact that it appears 

12 that Mr. Mason was excluded from participation in this 

13 issue? 

14 MR. GRIDLEY: I'm just reluctant to say that 

15is because it's so early. If you're asking me what was the 

16 relationship six months later, there is absolutely no 

17 question in my mind that Mr. Whit4 did not feel the need tc 

18 have Mr. Mason involved as a Deputy in what was going on, 

19 but at that time it seemed awfully early on to say that 

20 there was a relationship problem built that quick, except 

211 to what I silltded to earlier is that I think Chuck Mason as 

22 Deputy was a reluctant acceptance Ly 'ir. White because the 

23 Board of Directors insisted on it.  

24 MR. MURPHY: Let me ask you, was the Genersal 

25 Manager cf the Board of Directors every showr t-at .etter 
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before it went out and asked to concur with the letter? 

MR. GRIDLEY: My knowledge is no.  

MR. MURPHY: Why would that not be? Maybe I 

don't t!dcrstand who's in charge of TVA.  

MR. GRIDLEY: I think that at that time Mr.  

White's Memorandum of Understanding, either wrongly or 

otherwise, he fe't that he had full authority for the 

Office of Nuclear Power. The need to brief the board and 

the need to keep the Board informed was recognized, but the 

r"ed to get the Boarl's approval, or let's just say 

approval on policy issues, at that time I'm pretty sure Mr.  

White did not see the need for it and he didn't feel he had 

a requirement to do that.  

In fact, I'll tell you it wasn't until. and I'm 
ad 

not speaking for Mr. White, he may say bull sMbit, Gridley, 

cr he may say Gridley's wrong, but I knew all along that on 

major policy positions that I had to get the Board's 

concurrence, but it wasn't evident to me that he did.  

It wasn't until just recently where I had been 

brought into the conversation. The TVA code requires the 

Board to be briefed and I think, if not approve, concur in 

policy.  

MR. MURPHY: Did TVA, and I guess I say this in 

the sense of Mr. White and yourself and the other folks, 

!I! you view this as a very important response?
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MR. GRIDLEY: Do you mean - personally or the 

view of TVA managers at the time? 

MR. MURPHY: The sense that you had here of 

whether this was an important response.  

MR. GRIDLEY: I considered it a very important 

response. I did personally, and I would say that most of 

us working on it felt it was a very important response, 

yes.  

MR. MURPHY: In other words, it is not just an 

every day response to an NRC Commissioner? 

MR. GRIDLEY: Of course, remember there are 

things occurring here that were new for us. You get the 

sense of importance when all of the sudden you are asked to 

cone up with a concurrence sheet that you had never dealt 

with before. That's one.  

Two, it was the first experience I had with where 

the letter, where all those people involved had to sit 

around the table and be interrogated by the signer of the 

letter, Mr. White. Normally, you know, you get a letter, 

and whether it is important or not important, my experience 

has been I prepare a letter, and it's an important letter.  

It's a Part 21.  

The analogy is when I dealt with a Part 21 in GE, 

I would prepare the letter, get legal review, get my boss' 

:oncurrenc3, get Engineeri-.g's :oncurrence an4 then :t
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would go to the Vice President who was the Executive Office 

held responsible for signing the letter and he never had 

this meeting of people. Be might ask a few questij' or he 

might say I want t rewritten, but it he would just sign 

the letter and ,go.  

So here was a case new to me where we had to have 

a concurrence and we had to have a meeting and 

interrogation around the table. So it struck me as being 

important, yes.  

MR. MURPHY: Were the N3RS staff who raised the 

11 perceptions ever asked to revi.»w the technical reviews 

to determine whether they concurrad or agreed or could 

arrive at some type of a mutual agreement on those things? 

MR. GRIDLEY: No.  

MR. MURPHY: Is there any reason why this wasn't 

done? 

MR. GRIDLEY: Not in my mind. No, not in my mind 

there was no specific reason. ! didn't even think of 

asking ) As the Licensing Manager I didn't think, hey, 

where am I going to send this so I know those people have 

read it.  

MR. MURPHY: I'm.not asking whether you agree 

with the letter or not. I am asking about the technical 

reviews that were prepared as a result of their 

perceptions.  

MR. GRIDLEY: First of all, the answer is no, 
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they were not asked, and maybe I'm talking when I 

shouldn't, but I am just trying to say why did we not ask, 

and I can't remember consciously even having a 

justification for not asking.  

I can speculate that they are the ones that 

brought the perceptions up and they are the ones that 

viewed the deficiencies. Maybe I could suggest that no 

matter what we wrote down it wouldn't satisfy them in terms 

of TVA. I don't know. We just didn't ask them. As to why 

we didn't ask them, I don't know.  

MR. MURPHY: See, I've heard that :ationale, that 

no matter what we said they wouldn't have agreed, but you 

don't know that unless you ask.  

MR. 3RIDLEYt That's true. I'll tell you, I guess 

since you were here on that inspection, I think in 

retrospect we are probably saying it's probably dumb and we 

probably should have asked them to read through the 

responses. We did a lot of dum4 things through this whole 

process. We did things where we could have done them more 

crisp.  

MR. MURPHY: Were you aware of the, and I know 

you were only here a short time, but were you made aware at 

any time of the vast number of allegations and concerns 

that were being generated by QTC? 

MR. GR:DL£Y: Oh, absolttely. By the time : -ot
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marysimons I here I think we had all of them on the plate.  

2 MR. MURPHYt And what are we talking about in 

3 round numbers? 

4 MR. GRIDLEYt well, let w tell you the first 

5 number I heard was 5,000. and it jumped ur to 6,000 and 

6 some odd nuber later on in the program. But I believe 

7 that all of those Watts Bar employee concerng were wel 

a known by the time I - you know, that vas '85 stuff. That 

9 was well known by B« at the time.  

10 MR. HURPHY: Did this large number of allegations 

11 ever lead anyone tc question whether there was some very 

12 good merit to what the NSRS's perceptions ware, because I'm 

13 told in essence, and I think most people here are aware of 

14 it, that some of those concerns resulted from their review 

15 of OTC reports and allagations being received by QTC.  

161 MR. GRIDLEY: It could be. I don't know. But 

17 the question really is, the fact that we had that many 

18 allegations, why didn't we take the perceptions more 

19 serious? 

20 MR. MURPHY: Yes, that's it.  

21 MR. GRIDLEY: I thought we took their perceptions 

22 -- well, lot me try this on you. This is the way I thought 

23 of those. I wasn't used to this type of a pattern in an 

24 organization. The NSRS were a group of people committed to 

2: ;support the Office of Nuclear Pcwer and Safety Issues and 
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to develop perceptions of deficiencies and go to a meeting 

with the Commission and lay those perceptions open to the 

public without going through and giving TVA an opportunity 

to work with them on those perceptions and deal with them 

to me was a totally unacceptable approach.  

So I didn't like them to start with. My first 

view is who Rre these guys who come up with these 

perceptions, but I really believe that we took those 

perceptions serious enough to look at the merit of them and 

come up with a technical response. It probably would hawv 

been to our advantage if we had gone back and worked with 

them even after fact, gone back and worked with them and 

say, okay, you met with Commissioner Asselstine and yoj 

have these 11 perceptions. Eat's sit down with you and 

work out with you what you know that we don't know. Now 

what have you learned from reviewing employee concerns at 

Watts Bar and what are some of the things that led you to 

feel that we have deficiencies in these areas and work with 

you.  

We should have worked with them and used them to 

resolve the the - you know, either find out if you've got 

a problem and fix it, or work with them to say find out and 

prove to them that we didn't have a problem and satisfy 

them. We should have done that. That is why I said 4e've 

T-aje a ir.gstao. I think that was a serious mistake.
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I happened to have worked with one of them that 

was involved, Bob Sauer, on the basis that - not too long 

after I was here Bob came down and interviewed me for a 

possible job in Licensing. He told me, for the record, but 

he didn't tell me I couldn't repeat it, he told me that he 

is the one that made that presentation, and he said I 

didn't even know what was on the slide when he made that 

presentation, that somehow the person that was to make that 

presentation and had put the slide presentation together 

either wasn't there or talked him into make the 

presentation. He felt he had been sandbagged.  

But, anyway, we were having trouble dealing 

the new team of White and company were. having trouble 

dealing with the employee concerns also at that time 

because we weren't far enough along in the program to 

really determin, how many of them have merit.  

My view was that there was a perception that most 

of them were without merit. Right or wrong at that period 

of time most of us felt that they were without merit.  

MR. MURPHY: Did anyone show you, I mean were you 

exposed to charts that showed that "XQ number of concerns 

have been generated and OX-. number of concerns have been 

reviewed by NSRS and "X" number of concerns have been 

substantiated? Did you ever see anything like that? 

MR. GR:DLEY: No, but that's not to say I
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haven't. I wasn't involved in the Watts Bar employee 

concerns program or NSRS activities, no.  

MR. MURPHY: And you don't know what the history 

of these two organizations were, how they were formed and 

why OTC was brought to TVA to begin with? mean wore you 

aware at the time? 

MR. GRIDLEY: No. I didn't really learn about 

the full involvement of QTC until later in time, and I 
S 

think it was a May time period when I started learning that 

White was concerned about their credibility.  

NSRS about that same time, and : don't know 

exactly when it occurred, but it wasn't too long after 

March 20th I remember, White made a change to move N3RS to 

report to him rather than the Board. It wasn't until I 

think Ron Seiberling came on, you know, Kermit Whitt is 

gone and Ron Seiberling is onboard that I started beginning 

to understand what they were doing.  

MR. MURPHY: But you were aware of a large number 

of OTC allegations, and did this ever -

MR. GRIDLEY: Wait a minute. It wasn't OTC 

allegations, was it? 

MR. MURPHY: Employee concerns generated by OTC.  

MR. GRIDLEY: No. Employee concerns, if I 

ramember right, were generated by employees and QTC was 

evaluating those concerns, right?
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MR. MURRPY: QTC was brought to TVA to set up 

Offices to accept employee concerns.  

MR. GRIDLEY: res.  

MR. MURPMY: In fact, at soae point in time, they 

were going to pass some concerns on to NSRS for evaluation 

and investigation or also do som of the investigation -

MR. GRIDLEY: Disposition then one way or the 

other.  

MR. MURPHY: Yes.  

MR. GRIDLEY: I'm sorry, Dan. I thought you were 

saying that OTC has raised some allegitions.  

MR. MURPHY: No. These are not OTC. There are 

concerns that they accepted from some 5,000. Did that ever 

make you feet like technical reviews might have been less 

than accurate? 

MR. GRIDLEY: On what, the perceptions? 

MR. MURPHY: No, on this enormous number of 

concerns being generated by this organization down there.  

First off, I think you said you didn't have any feel at 

that time for whether they were being evaluated yes or no, 

I mean whether they were valid or not valid, but just in 

shear numbers isn't that kind of a worrisome thing? 

MR. GRIDLEY: Well, 5,000 employee concerns is 

mind boggling in itself, especially since they were 

generated over a period of about six or seven months. 3c
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marysons I that is a little shocking in itself, and to be honest with 

2 you, to me if it had been a hundred employee conerns or 

3 500, I would have been more impressed - impressed is the 

4 wrong word, but there would have been more legitimacy to 

5 the issue.  

6 Five thousand is mind boggling in itself, and r 

7 didn't know how to deal with that at che time. When r ca-? 

a on I heard there were 5,G000 employee concerns. We didn't 

9 know how many of those had safety merit or how many of them 
10 that wre, you know, the ol.1 expression that the light in 

11 the toilet didn't work sort of thing, and I never really 
12 got a good fix on how many ore safety - you know, really, 

13 truly validated safety concerns at this time that we're 
14 talking about. It wasn't until later that we started 

15 talking in numbers of 400 to 500 were evaluated by QTC of 
16 having safety considerations, safety imapacet.  

17 But those OTC reports, you know, were never ever 
18 published. I mean we never knew what systems they were 

L9 then and we put them in the nine categories, and even then 
20 people at my level of the management were not, we were not 

211 getting - they were not being published in a way that w 
22 understood where they were coming from.  

23 MR. RURPRY: That's all right. I was just kind 1 
24 of wondering if you -

1 
25. MR. ZLREY: Z think wnat you are as.cn; -re is 
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if a gy cme in from the oeautid and arri.I at a utility 

wubee theyve got 5.000 .epLoee conmarns what r would 

think about it.  

MI. Imo RT: be, and then you get your technical 

reviews frao line organizations where they ar saying 

everything is pretty much okay, right, and not have any 

qu-tios as to the validity of the technical revires.  

I. GtaDLEr : Youcet right, and I'. going to be 

fair with you. I thought that 5,000 employee concerns just 

wre not credible. It was mind boggling and, you know, if 

it said anything to me, it said there is sce .zing reaLly 

wrong at Watts Bar to have 5,000 empLoyee corcerns. To me 

it just wasn't credibl*.  

now I's not saying that I just said *1Jl, forget 

it, you know, just don't do anything with it. I resLLy 

tr=ly believe that the OTC effort to identify those that 

had safety significance was the right thing to do.  

I thought tast White's handling of QTC dealt, not 

witch whether or not they were progressing to identify 

safety concerns, but whethRr or not they were administerin.  

their contract consistent with what they had comritted to 

TVA.  

If I remember right, what I supported was - he 

said I'm going to take what they're doing and I'= going to 

ta the f33 so &' satisfied that it's Oein; donae aod : k-.w
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what those safety concerns are. Now that created a big 

flak with CTC, but we still raised the issue.  

MR. ORPSrY: Let's get on to soething *else. You 

said earlier that if you had written the transmittal letter 

that it would have been different. Those were your *xact 

words.  

MR. GRIDLEY: Tes.  

KR. NuRPRY: Bow would it have been different? 

nP. GRIDLEY: Well, I would have just written a 

boilerplate Letter. I would have said, this is in response 

t3 you·r Janary 3rd Letter where you requested TVA to 

address the issue of whether or not we are in compliance 

with Appendix B, and I would have said a review has been 

coampleted and we find that we are in compliance, and that 

would ha.;e been it and it wouldn't have had all this other 

stuff in it.  

I think if you look at the 'riginal letter that 

it's pretty close to a boilerplate let:er, and that is wnat 

I would have written.  

MR. R'JBPBY: Do you think that the letter, the 

Rarch 20th letter is confusing? 

MR. GRIDLEY: No. What I thought I went on to 

tell you was that after we got into this, you know, White 

did what I felt he should do. He says I did a review, I 

say we are in compliance, I'm ;oing to :orntinue to review
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and when I find problem I'm to tell you.  

Ny boilerplate letter, while I say that is what I 

would have written, when I ae this, I say this is a better 

commitment. To me this was a better comitment for TVA to 

make to the BBC than my letter. My letter would not have 

provided the MRC any assurance that I was going to do 

anything about what they perceived to be a breakdown in 

Quality Assurance. This says Irm going to do some:hing 

about it, and I thought it was very responsive.  

MR. KURPHYt Did you attend any meetings or have 

any discussions with people during the preparation of the 

March 20th response in which the following subjects 

discussed: material false statements? 

MR. GRIDLEY: A meeting where a group of people 

are 

MR. MURPRY: Any discussions that you know of.  

MR. GRIDLEY: In my office.  

MR. KURPRY: It could have been anywhere in which 

the fact that a material false statement could result from 

something like this.  

MR. GRIDLYET: That's a tough one, Dan, to 

answer. Let me say that my first answer to what you are 

asking is no, but let me go on and clarify that whenever 

you respond, as I've shown Larry earlier, any time I send a 

letter to the ?RC t'm subject to questionin.g whether 've
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got a material false statement.  

Did I consciously think does this letter have 

anything in it that's a material false statement? I 

probably did, because I do that with every letter that r 

sign. But I was prett; naive at this time. I've got my GE 

experience and I'm operating under different laws in 

working for a utilityr but it didn't take me long to learA 

with this job that any letter that I sand to the NRC 

represents a risk of a material false statement, and I can 

fall into that trap every day. So I'm conscious of that.  

MR. MURPHY: Were there any discussions amongst 

the staff here about that, you know, of any of Mr. White's 

aides or Mr. White himself had any discussions about 

MR. GRIDLEY: Not to my knowledge, of the subject 

of a material false statement.  

MR. MURPHY: Was there any discussion about the 

consequences of saying we are not in compliance with 

Appendix B? 

MR. GRIDLEY: Yes, absolutely. We talked about 

that.  

MR. MURPHY: Who and when and kind of what was 

said? 

MR. GRIDLEY: I think my first education on what 

it meant was from Dick Kelly, and Dick was pretty :andid 

tnat if you say you are not -- if your QA prorim - not in
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compliance with Appendix B, but if your quality assurance 

program has a substantial or significant breakdown, the way 

he educated me was that you basically have to come to a 

complete stop on everything you're doing. You're in a stop 

work. mode, and then the consequences of that, as he 

explained it to me, and I know a little bit of it from GE 

experience, is that you then have to specify the period 

that you have AV break down, and then any work that you've 

done during that period is subject for reverification, and 

we know that the verification process, or the QA process, 

that there are some things that you can't go back and 

check.  

One of the scenarios was you could - and I was 

involved with pipe cracks with GE and the whole large pipe 

crack issue. I know exactly what it means to have a 

breakdown in QA documentation on welding. You have to cut 

welds out and you have to reweld. Even tnough that's a 

valid weld to document the QA, the quality assurance of 

that weld, you have to cut it out and reweld it.  

So, yes, we talked to that scenario. We felt it 

was a serious situation from the standpoint that if we had 

a - if we really have a CA breakdown, that we have a 

substantial problem. So we knew the seriousness of it.  

MR. MURPHY: Was that discussed with Mr. White
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MR. GRIDOLET: go. I don't think that was ever 

discussed with Mr. White.  

MR. MURPYt Nith Mr. Wegner? 

MR. GRIDLEY: No, what I'm talking about was 

strictly between Kelly and I and Huston, and I don't know 

whether engineering, if we had anybody - you now, we've 

talked tte scenario through, what it mans.  

In fact, I'll tell you why it continued to be a 

persistent discussion, because in the June meting with 

Congressman Dingell Hugh Thompson froa the NRC kept asking 

me, you know, he said, I don't understand why you guys just 

don't admit you had a breakdown, and I'm say, Hugh, do you 

understand, you know, if we make that call that it's an 

important serious decision and we can't do it lightly.  

We've got to be sure that what we're doing, that we know 

we've got a breakdown and we know when it occurred and we 

know the time frame because it requires us to go back and 

identify where we've got the problem.  

MR. MURPHY: Has this not recently occurred in at 

least a couple of thoun areas, welding and -

MR. GRIDLEYs In the letter that we sent tc the 

(RZ on December 5th we had admit a quality assurance 

breakdown in structural and radiographs. Yes, we did that.  

MR. MURPHY: In a more recent letter hasn't Mr.  

White upon his return issued a letter saying that he has

/.
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issued a stop work order for a couple areas? 

MR. GRIDLEY: Be did. In fact, in several areas 

and that he would not release those stop works until he was 

satisfied that -

MR. MURPBY: Are any of these areas identified 

either in the recent letter by Mr. White or the December 

5th areas that were initia.ly identified in the USRS 

perceptions? 

MR. GRIDLEYt Now, see, the NSRS perceptions 

dealt with programmatic deficiencies, except in one area 

that I remember was the nonconforming reporting at Watts 

Bar. Most of your perceptions with the NSRS were design, 

breakdown in design control, breakdown in quality assurance 

and breakdown in corrective action procedures, and welding 

of course. So let's take that one. There is one that is 

not - although it's programmatic in the sense that they 

said that the procedures for welding didn't provide 

sufficient - I can't quote it off the top of my head.  

What White identified were specific areas where 

we know that the design and the supervision and the quality 

assurance, primarily those three areas, you know, by 

looking we now know that those were sufficiently - it was 

weak enough that we declared them - and we stopped work 

we declared a QA breakdown.  

I've talked so much that I forgot your -uesticn.
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You want to know if any of the things that Mr. White has 

identified go back to the 11 perceptions, and I'm saying 

that other than welding and concrete were the only two that 

were not, you know, programatic perceptions.  

MR. MURPHYt We've had a recent discussion, and I 

don't know how familiar you are with things that go in the 

plant, but we had a recent discussion with an individual A

Watts Bar who said that they are going to invest 150,000 
* 

hours of construction work in the instrumentation line 

slopes. Are you aware of that? 

MR. GRIDLEY: Yes.  

MR. MURPHY: Was that an area identified? 

MR. GRZDLEY; Yes, the instrumentation line 

slopes was one identified I believe, yes.  

MR. MURPHY: And you are aware of that? 

MR. GRIDLEY: Yes.  

MR. MURPHY: Did anyone during these meetings, or 

have you ever heard this said, that we are going to coon as 

close to saying we are not in compliance without saying so? 

MR. GRIDLEY: No.  

MR. MURPHYs You've never heard that statement 

made by anyone? 

MR. GRIDLEYz No.  

MR. MURPHY: And I don't mean in those exact 

words, zut that thought?
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MR. GRIDLEt So. I still maintain that its the 

other way around, that we are going to Look and if we find 

a problem, we're going to say something.  

MR. KPMSt I . - you my not have had a 

history of what SSRS has been saying over the years, but 

one of the things that cam up in all this was ?e said that 

what TVA did was ask the same people who they felt .wre th

the ;robles as far as creating the problem in TVA to do 

techrical reviews of the various areas.  

Did that thought ever cow to mind, in other 

wordL, you are not asking for an independent review, but 

you're asking those folks in NSRS, and they kind of view 

them as the problem people, to-evaluate those areas.  

MR. GRIDLEY: I have heard that complaint and I 

didn't think too much about it. Let me try to answer it 

this way.  

The engineering organization in TVA who the SRS 

felt were the problem, they didn't have controls, they 

didn't do their work and they didn't get the adequate 

verifications, you know, when you havo to provide a 

technical response you have to go to the people who are 

responsible for the technical area that is involved.  

I guess the way I'm trying to answer this is I 

don't know who else could have prepared the technical 

response to the 11 perceptions other than the people who
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did the worbk. In particular, let's take only the 

engineering because they are the ones that had the 

responsibility for design control and sorm of the other 

proces$uA tt..t were highlighted. Who els would you go to 

to preparw :.he technical responses? 

FMI. nORPHt Historically TVA doesn't seem to 

have had any proble9m rith airing outside consultants 

inasmuch as in the area of welding they call upon EG6G and 

Ltere is a great deal of consideration and emphasis placed 

on EG&G's independence in this matter. This I believe 

co;ws from Mr. White himself, that they would be allowed t< 

do an independent review of the welding program.  

I'm merely asking if any thought was ever given 

to an outside agency and an outside consultant coming in 

and doing an' ndependent review? 

MR. GRIDLEY: I can't answer it, Dan, because if 

you reoember, the assignment was all made before I got 

here, an,! I don't know why, but I guess I was trying to 

help out in the sense that the - to prepare the technical 

response is different froam the verification. I think I 

heard you ask, and maybe you asked both, why didn't we get 

an independent verification of the technical response 

preparation, and I don't know - than what Craig Lundin 

did, I'm not sure.  

MR. IURPHY: I think Craig Lundin's technical
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review has been - his independent review has been 

characterized as a snapshot by several people.  

MRl. GRIDLEYr Oh, yes.  

MNR MURPYbT Which amans that it wasn't an in

depth review. Would you agree with that? 

NR. GRIOLEYt Yes. absolutely. You know, when 

you consider it, we brought a pretty good team in, -but thQ 

was done over a fairly short period of time.  

Mr. White had a certain schedule for responding 

to that letter and we went back and we said we need more 

time because Craig needed more time to do the snapshot. As 

it is, he didn't have that such time.  

MR. nURPHYi I don't have any more questions.  

MR. ROBINSON: I think I have a few more and, 

Nark, do you have a few more? 

MR. REINHART: No.  

MR. rOBINSON: You don't? 

MR. frINPr' Not yet.  

MR. ROBINSON: I was going to suggest a break, 

but perhaps we can do this without a break.  

MR. MURPRYs 6I'11 leave that up to you.  

MR. GRIDLEY: If you want to go, I'll go. I man 

I'll continue.  

(Laughts.  

MR. ROBINSON: I have just a few questions based
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on what you said to Dan.  

Back to the technical reviews. We had the 

pertinent line people and/or QA people give their technical 

responses to the KSRS perceptions. Was a technical assis 

for the NSRS perceptions also requested from NSRS? 

MR. GRIDLZEf Not that I know of.  

MR. ROBINSONt Why not, to your knowledge? 

MR. GRIDLEY: I can't answer why not. I can 

offer a perception that the January 3rd letter was going to 

be dealt with without the NSRS having an involvement in 

it. Why that decision was made, I don't know.  

MR. ROBINSON: You indicated that you wouldn't 

particularly like a guy that would make a presentation to a 

Commissioner that had not kind of off the top of his head 

or had not been screened or looked at by his own employsrs 

prior to him giving it. Is that a fair characterization? 

MR. GRIDLEY: No.  

MR ROBIPq9M: Well, go ahead.  

MR. GRIDLEY: What I said was that NSRS was a 

part of the TVA organisation and as such if they are going 

to make a presentation outside of TVA, I would expect thesi 

presentation to be reviewed by management and judged to be 

a quality presentation. I man Commission-)r Asselstine --

iR. ROBINSON: I understand.  

MR. GRIDLEY: In GE we don't even make a
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presentation to a utility without managemont dry runs and 

reviews and making sure that it represents the best that we 

have to offer and it's technically right.  

What I was told by Bob Sauer was that that 

pzassentatior. absolutely did not have any xaagement 

review. He didn't himself even know what was on the 

presentation chart, and I's saying that's unacceptable.  

just absolutely find that hard to accept. That's what I 

mant.  

MR. BOr'aISON: Was that from your perception? 

Was that kind cf te« gnreral fuelii; of Mr. Wegner and Mr.  

Kelly and -

MR. GRIDLFY: r flon't knov. what their feeling was 

to be hcest with you. I think - I really don't, Larry.  

I don'. know wha. .tir faecting was. That was my own 

personal feeling. Z think that was wrong and it has 

nothing to do w.th a. individual's right to go outside and 

express concerns that his management - if his management 

is not paying attentior to him, and wa have the same thing 

in GE. We've got camss of GE people, engineers who have 

gone to their Congressman and other people and complained 

about matiagesmnt noa payihg attention to sasaty problems.  

r don't have any problem with that.  

What I have a pcoblem with is this group of 

people made a presentation to Commissioner Asselstine and 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, Nc. W 
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they were not going independent. They ware part of TRV's 

organization, and that's what bothered me.  

MR. ROBINSON: So you didn't feel that there was 

kind of a general feeling with Mr. White, Mr. VMeGar and 

Mr. Kelly that this doggone loose cannon NSRS organization 

has caused us a prnblem and now rw"ve got to handle it? 

MR. GRISDLEY Hot at the time w're talkin'; 

about. I think that 1SRZ was recognfzed as an organization 

problem after Mr-ch 20. I forget now when we dealt with it, 

but tf're was no qwestion in Mr. White's mind that they did 

nc.L have . ;ood( c-m'un. cations channel where their problems 

could be dealt wiath of«ectivly outside of the Office of 

Nucl&ar Power.  

Ris rgqument .t t. was that - yoL. inw, t.r was 

setting himself up, and I remembe: this very t. L. Be's 

s.ying the coaplAint is that they don't have a 

commu.icacions channe? into the Office of Nuclear Power and 

no one is listening to them, and Kermit Whitt is reporting 

to the Board and that's not brinv b:rught back into the 

reFpasoible organiLzations.  

He says one way LA fix that is if they report to 

nie, and I think he's very sincere, and I'll make sure that 

people listen to them and they have r comunications 

channel back into the line organizations so things get 

done.
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A Lkc of people perceived that oave as an attempt 

to punish them t-r grOng public with Comissioner 

AsseLstine, and ! don't accept onat at all. I accept Mr.  

White on the 'ar?.- of -he way be treated other line 

organizatxons at the time and he said he was going to Aold 

thea responsible. So I think that is the way he dealt with 

At.  

MR. IfMUBARTt If that perception is true, why 

did NSRS suddenly get disbanded.  

MR. GRIDLEY: They didn't. Who said they got 

disbanced? NSRS is alivs and well. They have a hnl:. of a 

good manager, Ron Seiberling, managing them. Be has 

completa access to Mr. White and r;tineering and the 

B.ar.t. Be's doing a very effective job of reporting on 

safety concerns, he has written several major reports and 

he s doing another one right now.  

MR. REINRART: Why that change? 

MR. GRIDLEYs Just what I told Larry, NSRS was 

sitting up here independently -

MR. REIRUART: I understand NSRS reporting to Mr.  

White, and then all of the suduen NSRS, the terminology was 

gone and NMRG case in and it looked like a whole different 

situation.  

MR. GRIDLEYz Why did he change their title to 

the Nuclear Management Review Grcup 7ersus Suclear Safeti
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mavcyiaons I Review Staff? 

2 MR. REiNBART: Right.  

3 MR. GRIDLE: Maybe oram subtleties here. The 

4 Nileaar Management aview Group sounds more like an 

5 organization vith a line responsibility versus staff which 

6 sounds like it's advisory and doesn't have any -- I don't 

7 know.  

8 MR. REINBARTt Is it the eare people in the -*te 

9 basic structure with * different director? 

10 MR. GRIDLEY: Tea. iere are some people that 

11 have been movednd-o -nd have g:cton other jobs, but Ron 

12 Seiberling io the Manager and reports directly to Mr.  

13 White. BHe attends all of our staff meetings and he is in 

14 daily communicaiion here on the 6th floor.  

15 I'm guessing, but I would say that 60 percent of 

16 the NSRS people that were members before are still over 

17 there participating. Some of thea were our famous five.  

18 Bob Sauer is still doing effective work in that area and 

19 doing i: up at Sequoyah.  

20 MR. REINrART: I seo. Okay.  

21 MR. ROBINSON: In your mind, Dick, do you 

22 differentiate between a serious QA breakdown and 

23 noncompliance with Appendix B, or are thore pretty much the 

24 same? 

25 MR. GRIDLEY: A serious breakdown in 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.  
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noncompliance. Boy, I'm just going to have to take the 

best shot I can at this. If there is sufficient, or let's 

say serious significant weaknesses in design, management 

and quality assurance, then I consider that a quality 

assurance breakdown and do I relate that to a noncompliance 

with Appendix B.  

MR. ROBINSOW* go, not do you celate it. Can yc 

have a noncompliance with Appendix B without having a 

significant QA breakdown? 

MR. GRIDLEY: Eat m try it this way. P 

noncompliance to Appendix B, you know, c.in :'.* the 

regulation with 18 criteria, and to be in noncompliance 

with Appendix B in my own view, I would have to be in a 

position of not having a quality assurance program. I 

would have to have had failure to impLement a quality 

assurance to be in noncompliance with Appendix B.  

Compliance says to me, hey, guy, you're going to 

have a program that assures yourself that you are 

designing, constructing and operating your plant safely.  

that's what it says to me, and it requires me to report any 

time that I don't do that. That to me is the only way you 

can have a non-compliance to Appendix 3.  

If I don't have a program that - you know, if 

I've been so foolish as to not have a program, a docireted 

program or that the program is not bein-; maintained that

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, Nc.  
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does those things, then It' in noncompliance.  

Can I have a serious breakdown in the 

Laplementation )f that program and still be in compliance, 

yes, I think so.  

MR. SCBMNSONt Tou can have a serious b-eakdown 

in tb* implementation of the program and still be in 

compliance" 

MR. GRIDLEYt Yes. I thd.k tbhe:' hc.v I feel 

about it.  

MR. REINHARTt Bow do you do ta .  

MR. GRIDLEY: I can do th.-' as long as I 

recognize the deficiencies and I have correctie« actions to 

correct the deficiencies. For example, if I have a 

procedure to imaplement my QA program as required by 

Appendix B, and the procedure is flawed, you know, it's 

deficient and I continue to have deficiencies resulting 

from that, that could result in a significant breakdown 

depending on the procedure itself.  

If it's a welding procedure, if that procedure is 

flawed and my welding and my inspection and my verification 

of that weld, if that procedure doesn't give me assurance 

that it's correct, to me that could be a significant 

breakdown in my QA procedure and I'm still in compliance 

with Appendix B because my program has identified that 

deficiency and I've got a corrective action to fix it.  
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Ask m soe more questions. I'm not sure I 

MR. REINHARTt M ll, Ila saying it the program 

has aefficiently picked up this problem and tracked into a 

corrective action system and is taking action to look for 

the root cause, get your cause to fix it and cause to 

prevent reoccurrence, is that a breakdown or it smams that 

the program is working? 

PR. GRIDLET: NWil, the question was can I have a 

significant quality assurance breakdown and still be in 

compliance with Appendix B.  

MR. REINHART: Right.  

MR. GRIDLEY: I'm saying yes, I can.  

MR. ROBINSON: Let = ask you this. Can all the 

rest of your quality assurance program be operating at 100 

percent aefficiency and your corrective action system be 

broken down and you be in compliance with Appendix B? 

MR. GRIDLEY: If my implementation of my program, 

I've got a program and I'm required by Appendix B to 

implemnt it. If either parts of those fail then I'm not 

in compliance with Appendix B.  

NR. ROBINSONS So if the implementation of the 

corrective action criteria is not being accomplished, you 

are not in compliance with Appendix B? 

KR. GRIDLEYt If I'm not identifying and my 

corrective action is not working, I would say that you are 
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not in compliance with Appendix a. you know, provided those 

other caveats go with it, and that is that l'm dealing with 

a safety system, you know, those things that fall under the 

purview of Appendix B, provided that's all those that you 

just asked W.  

I guess I'm saying I agree with what you're 

saying. You've got to have the program and you have got 

have iuplernntation, and that implemntation is two parts.  

It's one that you've got procedures to implement which 

includes identifying and corrective action. Then I would 

say you could come to a position where you are in 

noncompliance with Appendix B. I think that's fair.  

MR. ROBIUSON: I have two more areas, one thing, 

and it should require just a basic yes or not.  

(Laughter.) 

MR. GRIDLEY: You're suggesting that I talk too 

much? 

(Laughter.) 

MR. ROBINSON: Of the people that had to concur 

on the final March 20th cover letter, did you ever hear any 

one of them say that they would not concur unless the word 
apervasive" was used, and that the definition of pervasive 

want a total breakdown in all aspects of quality 

assurance? 

MR. GRIDLEY: NJo.  
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KR. WSOINSONt Okay. The last question is how 

long has this sensitivity to material false statement been 

in your mind personally, just since you've come to TVA? 

MR. GRIDLIEY Bo, no. I dealt with Part 21aljtd 
other GE issues for 10 years. I'm very sensitive to that.  

MR. ROBI0SOM0 That's all I have.  

MR. REINrARTt That's all I have.  

MR. HURrst otve got som closing things.  

Prior to the March 20th letter being prepared in 

it's final stages, did you or anybody else discuss the 

contents of that letter with a representative of the NRC7 

MR. GRIDLEY: Not to my knowledge, no.  

MR. MURPHY: Rave you had any discussions with 

anyone -

MR. GRIDLEts Wait a minute. Let's go back to 

that question. Ask that question again. You can't 

remember the question? 

MR. MURPHY: No, I've got it written down or 

otherwise I aight not be able to.  

(Laughter.) 

Prior to the submission of that March 20th 

letter, did you or anyone that you know of within TVA 

discuss the contents of the final edition of that letter 

with somebody in the WRC? 

MR. GRIDLEY: I really wanted to go bacx. After
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marysfmons 1 the fact I was told, and I forget who told me.-that Steve 
2 White talked to Stello on this letter, but that was after 
3 the fact.  

4 MR. MURPHYI You weren't made aware of that? 

5 MR. GRIDLEYt No.  

* MR. NORPRYt Do you know what the gist of their 

7 conversation was after the fact? 

a MR. GRIDLEYt Basically, as I recall - I.I not 
9 saying I know if he read the letter to Vic over the phone.  

10 I never heard that, but I think what it was was I'* going 
11 to send a response and I'm going to say I've d-.ne this 

12 review and I feel I'm in compliance and that's going to be 

13 my position.  

14 Even that's more than I heard. It was just that 
15 he had the phone call with Vic, and I really don't know 
16 what went back and forth.  

17 MR. REINHART: Let me ask a question. When you 
18 say after the fact, do you mean that Mr. White and Mr.  

19 Stello had the conversation after the fact or you heard 
20 about it after the fact? 

21 nR. GRrIDLEY I only learned of the discussion, 
22 and it was quite a while after the letter was sent, I man 
23 my knowledge of it.  

24 MR. REMNHART The Stello/White conversation was 
25 bef-re the letter was sent? 
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MR. GRIDLEYt My understanding is that it took 

place before, yes.  

MR. REZNIARTt And then you heard after that? 

MR. GRIDLYIt That he had talked with him, yes, 

which happens all the time.  

KMR REIMUARTt Right.  

1NR. MURPYt you man after the fact that they 
had these discussions? 

MR. GRIDLETt No, that I find out about who he's 

talking to quite a while after he's had them.  

(Laughter.) 

I tell him, I said, you're going to have to tell 

me what your philosophy is ahead of tiam so I know what the 
heck we're doing around here.  

(Laughter.) 

MR. ROBINSON: Did you hear anything about what 

Stello's input was to that conversation? 

NR. GRIDLEYI Afterwards, you know, I was led to 

believe that Stello told him to send the letter.  

NR. ROBINSON: You don't have any indication that 

Stello advised him as to what to put in the letter? 

MR. GRIDLEYr No. In fact, I never heard that at 

all, never that Vic gave his any advice on what to put in.  

MR. MURPHY: Did you have any discussions with 

anyone here in rVA or outside of TVA, because we have 
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interviewed a couple of people that work outside of TVA.  
concerning what this interview was specifically about or 

how you would respond to questions -

NKR. GRIDLEtt That yousre here? 

MB. NURPRY: Ten.  

HR. GRIDLET I've talked to Ralph Shell, and in 

fact I was talking to his when you cam up, that you wec* 

coming, and I went over some details with Ralph about the 

status of the Watts Bar LUR 50.55(*) reporting prior to my 
coming.  

Now let me try it ancther way. Most people on 

this floor and Mr. White and others knew that you were 

coming. So there is no question about that. Many people 

knew that you were coming insice TVA. I don't think I've 

talked to anybody outside of TVA and told them that you 

were coming.  

With regards to my preparation, did I talk to 

anybody about preparing for your investigation, the only 

one was Ralph Shell, and that was only to have a better 

feel for what went on at Watts Bar in '85 before I got 

here.  

For what it's worth, I can tell you that Cottle 

and Mason, and Cottle in fact didn't know, but when I told 

Mason you were coming, he said I don't want to talk to you 

about it and : won't discuss it with you and that was the 
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marysimons 1 end of the conversation. And I think those were the only 
2 two that you had interviewed before - well, you've 

3 interviewed Mullin and I haven't talked to Mullin since 

4 then.  

5  MR. MURPHYt Okay. What I would like to do 

6 officially for the record is request any or all drafts of 

7 either the technical review by the line organization, note 

a associated with the Lundin reports, the March 20th 

9 nR. GRIDLETY Wait a minute.  

10 MR. MURPHY: I go over this and give it to you 

11 afterward. Notes associated with the Lundin reports, the 

12 March 20th, 1986 letter to NRC or any other documents 

13 associated with these icems.  

14 MR. GRIDLEYi Okay.  

1 5  MR . NURPHY: Nov do you have any closing remarks? 

16 MR. GRIDLeY: No, I gave my speech during the 

17 inspection interview and I won't give it again.  

18 MR. MURPHY: Okay.  

19 MR. GRIDLEYI But maybe for the record, and let 
20 me just try it, please, we did give you - are you saying 

21 you want m to repeat everything we gave you already? We 

22 put all that stuff together.  

23 MR. MURPHYs No, absolutely not.  

24 NR. GRIDLZY: I man you said notes and so forth.  
25 MR. REINHART: Let me say we're talking about 
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drafts of the March 20th letter, concurrences oa the March 

20th letter 

MR. GRIDLEYt So you're putting me on record that 

if I've got then I had better give them to you.  

MR. MURPHY: oos.  

MR. GRIDLZYt Okay.  

nR. REIMEART And cmmnts and things that we 

talked about that maybe Parker has, things that OGC has, 

things from Egger and things from anybody.  

MR. GrIDLEYt Okay.  

MR. WAPHY: You were going uo say something.  

MR. GRIDLEYt I was going to say -hat - are we 

still on the record? 

MR. ROBINSOM: Sure.  

MR. GRIDLEtg No, I don't have anything else to 

say for the record.  

MR. MURPHYt Then I've got some closing remarks.  

MR. GRIDLzYs Okay.  

MR. MURPRY: Mr. Gridley, have I or any other MRC 
representative here threatened you in any manner or offered 

you any reward in return for this statement? 

MR. GRIDLEYt No.  

MR. nMRPHYs Rave you given this statement freely 

and voluntarily? 

MR. GRIDLEY: Yes.
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MR.* IMPHt Is there any additional information 

that you would like to add to the record? 

MR. GRIDLEYt go.  

MR. MURBsy On behalf of fr. Robiason, Mr.  

ftinhart and myself want to thank you for your ptifence, 

for your indulgence, for your frankness and just ovrall 

generosity in taking the time to spend with us.  

I know you hav a vry busy schedule and we do 

appreciate it.  

MR. GRIDLETY Thank you.  

MR. HURPBYt The interview is concluded at 4:26 

on February 11, 1987.  

(Whereupon, at 4t26 p.m., the interview of 

Richard L. Gridley concluded.) 
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